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Abstract

Background—Endoscopic papillary balloon dilatation (EPBD) has been reported as a safe and effective alternative to endoscopic sphincterotomy in the management of common bile duct (CBD) stones; its effect on papillary function has yet to be elucidated.

Aim—To investigate sphincter of Oddi (SO) motility before and after EPBD to determine its effect on SO function.

Patients and methods—The papillary function of 10 patients with CBD stones was studied using endoscopic manometry before and one week after EPBD. The manometric studies were repeated one month after EPBD in seven patients.

Results—One week after EPBD, CBD pressure, SO peak pressure, SO basal pressure, and SO frequency decreased significantly. One month after EPBD, however, all parameters increased although the increases in SO basal pressure and CBD pressure were not significant. There was no significant difference in values of any parameter before and one month after EPBD. No serious complications occurred.

Conclusion—These data suggest at least partial recovery of papillary function one month after the procedure. EPBD seems to preserve papillary function in treatment of CBD stones; a longer term follow up study with SO manometry should be performed to clarify the effect of EPBD on SO function.
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Endoscopic sphincterotomy (EST) is widely accepted as an effective procedure for removing common bile duct (CBD) stones. There is however concern that EST may alter the structure and motor function of the sphincter of Oddi (SO) for a long period of time in young patients having laparoscopic cholecystectomy.1 Endoscopic papillary balloon dilatation (EPBD) has been proposed as a less invasive alternative for CBD stone management.2–4 Based on animal studies, EPBD is expected to preserve papillary smooth muscle integrity in humans.5 In this study, we investigated SO motility before and after EPBD to determine its effect on SO function up to one month after the procedure.

Patients and Methods

Ten patients (five women and five men; mean age 70 years, range 52–92 years) undergoing EPBD for removal of CBD stones were studied. No patient had had any upper abdominal operation before EPBD. Although five patients had simultaneous gall bladder stones, all refused cholecystectomy mainly because of their age. Before EPBD, patients underwent SO manometry studies and endoscopic retrograde cholangiography (ERC) at the same session. The same sequence was used for the study one week after EPBD in all patients. One month later, only the manometric study was repeated, with measurement of CBD diameter by ultrasound image, in seven patients.

Manometry was performed before ERC, and pharyngeal topical anaesthesia (lidocaine spray) was given prior to SO manometry.4–6 A 4-French microtransducer catheter (Gaeltec Ltd, Dunvegan, Isle of Skye, Scotland, UK) was inserted into the CBD through a biopsy channel of the duodenofibrescope (Olympus JF200 or TJF20, Olympus, Tokyo, Japan), and fluoroscopy was used to confirm that the tip of the microtransducer was deeply inserted into the bile duct for a few seconds.4–7 CBD pressure and SO pressure were determined through the waveforms obtained by the stationary pull through method. SO pressure and CBD pressure were calibrated with the basal duodenal pressure as zero reference. Parameters measured were CBD pressure (mm Hg), SO basal pressure (mm Hg), SO peak pressure (mm Hg), and SO frequency (per minute).

At the end of manometry, 20 mg of scopolamine butylbromide was given intravenously and 25 mg of hydroxyzine or 5–10 mg of diazepam intramuscularly at the start of ERC. After diagnostic ERC, a guidewire was placed in the CBD. A balloon tipped biliary catheter (Olbert catheter system, Boston Scientific Corporation, USA) was passed over the guidewire and was inflated to a diameter of 10 mm for one minute, repeated three times across the papilla. After dilatation, the CBD stones were extracted by dormia basket, retrieval balloon, or mechanical lithotripsy.
Complications of EPBD were evaluated according to the consensus document published by Cotton et al in 1991. The bile duct size was measured by ERC or abdominal ultrasound sonography.

The nature of the study was explained to each patient prior to the procedure. All procedures were done with the patients' consent. The study was performed in accordance with the principles stated in the Declaration of Helsinki, and was approved by the Ethical Committee of the Kyoto Prefectural University of Medicine.

For each parameter, mean and standard error were calculated. Data were analysed with the paired t test (two tailed) for two groups and analysis of variance followed by the Duncan multiple range test for more than two groups. A value of p<0.05 was considered significant.

Results
Table 1 shows SO manometry in the 10 patients before and one week after EPBD. One week after EPBD, all parameters decreased significantly with respect to values before EPBD (compared using the paired t test). Figures 1–4 show SO parameters in seven patients before, one week after, and one month after EPBD. One week after EPBD, all SO parameters also showed a significant decrease with respect to the pre-EPBD values: CBD pressure from 7.3 (1.0) to 3.9 (0.4) mm Hg (p<0.01); SO basal pressure from 13.6 (1.3) to 6.3 (1.0) mm Hg (p<0.01); SO peak pressure from 109.8 (5.5) to 57.1 (7.0) mm Hg (p<0.01); and SO frequency from 6.9 (0.5) to 3.4 (0.5) per minute (p<0.01). One month after EPBD, the following parameters had significantly increased compared with values one week after EPBD: SO peak pressure to 88.0 (9.8) mm Hg (p<0.05); and SO frequency to 5.6 (0.6) per minute (p<0.01). SO basal pressure increased non-significantly to 9.3 (2.1) mm Hg and CBD pressure to 5.9 (0.7) mm Hg. There was no significant difference in values of any parameter before and one month after EPBD.

The mean diameter of CBD stones was 9.3 mm (range 3–18 mm) and number was 2.1 (range 1–7). All were successfully removed with EPBD. No significant changes in bile ducts size were found before (13.2 (1.0) mm), one week after (12.8 (1.0) mm), and one month after EPBD (12.6 (1.2) mm). None of the patients had severe complications such as bleeding, perforation, pancreatitis, infection, or basket impaction. There were however minor complications such as oozing of papilla (100%) and abdominal discomfort or slight pain (60%). There were also no pneumobilia after EPBD.

Discussion
It has been reported that EPBD is a safe and effective alternative to EST in the management of CBD stones; however, its effect on papillary function has yet to be elucidated and the importance of this has been recognised. This study was therefore undertaken to assess the effects of EPBD on the sphincter of Oddi.

In our study, SO function was significantly reduced one week after EPBD. One month after EPBD, SO peak pressure and frequency increased significantly, SO basal and CBD pressure tended to increase compared with values one week after EPBD, and there was no significant difference in all parameters between values before and one month after EPBD. These results suggest at least partial recovery of papillary function to the level before EPBD in

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 1</th>
<th>Sphincter of Oddi manometry in 10 patients before and one week after endoscopic papillary balloon dilatation (EPBD)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Before EPBD</td>
<td>One week after EPBD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBD pressure (mm Hg)</td>
<td>7.1 (0.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SO basal pressure (mm Hg)</td>
<td>11.7 (1.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SO peak pressure (mm Hg)</td>
<td>109.9 (4.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SO frequency (per minute)</td>
<td>6.8 (0.4)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Results are expressed as mean (SEM). CBD, common bile duct; SO, sphincter of Oddi. *p<0.05, **p<0.01 compared with values before EPBD.
one month. It has been reported that there is no significant difference between healthy controls and patients with bile duct stones with respect to basal pressure, and amplitude and frequency of the phasic wave of the SO. Our data on SO function before EPBD are thought to be within the range of these reported levels. The decreased function of the SO one week after EPBD was close to the lowest level of the normal range reported in the other studies. Anatomical studies in pigs, in which EPBD was performed with an 8 mm balloon for 45–60 seconds, repeated twice, showed no rupture of SO smooth muscle. Although this was not confirmed in our study, the preservation of SO muscle would be consistent with this result. Minami et al reported that EPBD with an 8 mm balloon did not alter SO function one month after the procedure in patients with CBD stones. Our manometry data showed similar findings with a 10 mm balloon. With a 15 mm balloon, Staritz et al reported improvement of the increased CBD pressure eight months after EPBD in a patient with benign papillary stenosis. Further studies will be necessary to determine the effect of EPBD on SO function with different size balloons.

Several studies have assessed papillary function after EST, using endoscopic manometry. In these studies, SO basal pressure and SO amplitude decreased markedly soon after EST, but SO amplitude recovered to some extent two years after EST. Since EST incises the SO, the papillary function seems disturbed for at least one year. In our study, papillary function seemed to recover much faster after EPBD. However, papillary function should be studied for a longer period in order to evaluate the changes after EPBD compared with those after EST.

In a recent prospective multicentre study using EST, complications were reported in 11.7% cases, including significant haemorrhage in 1.9%, pancreatitis in 6.7%, and duodenal perforation in 0.5%, with a 30 day procedure related mortality rate of 0.5%. Apart from these immediate complications, recurrent problems were reported in 4–13%, including delayed stenosis of the papilla in 1.3–3.4%, cholangitis in 1.3–6.8%, and stone recurrence in 2.7–5.8% of patients followed for two months to 13 years.

On the other hand, Mathuna et al treated 100 EPBD patients who were followed up for a median of 16 months. They reported uncomplicated pancreatitis in 5% and recurrent symptomatic CBD stones in 2%, with no papillary haemorrhage or clinical evidence of papillary stenosis. Furthermore they argued that these stones were not recurrent; failures were attributed to either inadequate dilatation of the papilla during the early learning phase of the technique or suboptimal postclearance cholangiography.

In this study, EPBD was performed for one minute and repeated three times to avoid abdominal discomfort and mild pain during the procedure as much as possible, while maintaining sufficient SO dilatation for stone removal. This procedure caused no severe complications such as bleeding, perforation, or pancreatitis. There were however minor complications such as oozing of papilla (100%) after EPBD and abdominal discomfort or slight pain (60%) during EPBD. In another series of 20 patients who underwent EPBD with a 10 mm balloon, using the same procedure (data not shown), there was one case of mild pancreatitis (5%). CBD stones have not recurred in the subjects who refused cholecystectomy after EPBD, although we recommend cholecystectomy after EPBD if gallstones are found. As discussed above, EPBD seems to be a relatively safe technique. However, some investigators have reported a high incidence of pancreatitis following EPBD treatment of benign papillary stenosis and papillary dysfunction. Therefore we believe that manometry need not be performed in all
patients before EPBD; it should be done however if papillary dysfunction is suspected. As EPBD is not an established technique, further study is necessary to investigate late EPBD complications in comparison with those occurring after EST.

In conclusion, EPBD seemed to depress papillary function at least for one week, with recovery one month after the procedure. Longer term follow up with SO manometry should be performed to investigate further the effect of EPBD on SO function.
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